The Allied invasion of Normandy was a turning point of the Second World War. Launched on D-Day (6 June 1944) the invasion began the liberation of western Europe from Nazi occupation. Its success depended on the cooperation of naval, air and ground forces on a gigantic scale.

On D-Day HMS Belfast was one of the first ships to fire her guns at enemy forces along the French coastline, clearing the way for thousands of Allied troops making their way to shore.
WHAT TO SEE ON HMS BELFAST

Look out for the D-Day 75 logos highlighting some extraordinary stories

2 DECK
QUARTER DECK
Discover HMS Belfast's greatest achievements

REGULATING OFFICE
Read about Operation 'Neptune'

SICK BAY
Learn how the wounded were treated on D-Day

SERVING THE SEAS: THE HMS BELFAST STORY
Hear from HMS Belfast’s veterans

02 DECK
ADMIRAL’S BRIDGE
Discover how the navy was coordinated

03 DECK
COMPASS PLATFORM
Read the ship’s D-Day log book

04 DECK
GUN DIRECTION PLATFORM
Discover how the ship aimed its guns

1 DECK
A-TURRET
Explore a 6-inch gun turret

BOAT DECK
See where injured assault troops were lifted on board

Find out more at IWM.ORG.UK/DDAY75

Become an IWM member today and receive the limited edition D-Day 75 commemorative anniversary pack